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www.3da2animation.com

ESPANTIJOS

SABOGAL

ANIMALARIO

JUKUMARI

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

ESPANTIJOS is a transmedia project. This funny universe includes an
animatead TV Series (13 x 11”) , AR and VR Apps, videogames, board
games, songs and a website.
ESPANTIJOS is an adventure comedy for children 6 to 9 and It is developed
in 2d animation technique.
ESPANTIJOS got shortlisted in Festival ComKids - Iberoamerican Prix
Jeunesse to Best Quality TV series for children.

A feature film based on a TV series named SABOGAL. Two narrative frontiers,
animation and real imagery, came together for the creation of the world of
SABOGAL. This novel approach, never before explored in Colombia, combines
different techniques, such as CG animation, Motion Comic and Motion
Graphics. It is a mix between animation and archival imagery with strong
influences from comics form and narrative codes and nouvelle noir. It is the
first animated TV series (20 x 25”) and feature film (106 min) using motion
capture in Colombia. 150 people worked on the project.
SABOGAL was the first colombian feature film nominated to best movie at the
world most important festival of animation: Annecy.

CG Animated Shortfilm. 17 min.
Winner as best short film in several festivals as Rome International Film
Festival, LA Movie Awards, NYLA International FIlm festival.
Official selection in more than 30 animation festivals (Hiroshima and
Animamundi among others.
ANIMALARIO is part of collection "Jewels 40 / 25" Selection of best films in
last 80 years of colombian film industry

Animated feature film project in develompent. Won a prize from Proimagenes
Colombia for Development and Bolivia Lab Prize.
This project for children and family was part of Animation! in Ventana Sur
(Argentina) and Emergent Animation in Chile.

Liliana Rincón
Executive Producer
lilianarincon@3da2animation.com
(+57) 310 696 1700
(+57 1) 475 8492

IP Development. Storytelling
Animated short films, web series, TV series, and feature
films development production and co-production
3D and 2D animation, Motion Capture, Motion Comic,
Motion Graphics services

We are a creative animation production studio. Storytelling is our
passion and 3D and 2D animation our tools. Our strengths in
dramaturgy and audiovisual narrative complement an excellent
technical quality.
We are passionate about creating emotions through unique
universes and characters because our main goal is audience
engagement with our stories.
We focus on emotive content development from concept through
to delivery, ensuring effective audience understanding.

SYNOPSIS
Champy, Lania, and Rocco are three great friends who have accidentally ended
up trapped in an unknown and mysterious game. To get out of the game and
return home, they must venture forth to explore the magical universe of the
game and cunningly confront a series of strange characters called Espantijos;
only by going through all of the levels of the game will they be able to escape
and go home.

SYNOPSIS
A judicial thriller that takes us into a fascinating visual universe where Sabogal,
lawyer and human rights defender, investigates several crimes against
humanity in modern Colombia. A complete picture of the struggle of a
courageous human being against impunity.

SYNOPSIS
Dr. Ego's hideous genetic experiments have disturbed the peace of Animalario,
a city on the edge of chaos. Gatto, an experienced detective, has not ceased in
his quest to stop Ego and restore order, but this time, a lethal Hyena will do his
utmost to stand in his way.

SYNOPSIS
Jukumari is a young bear harassed for being different and indicated to be the
cause of a terrible disease that afflicts the entire bear territory. Expelled from
his community, he must undertake a long journey to the south of the territory
to find his true origin and the cure of that terrible disease.

ANIMAEDRO

www.animaedro.com

CAMUSI CAMUSI

4 RIVERS

NIGHTMARE BUTTERFLY

THE LITTLE MAN MIDAS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Camusi Camusi is a micro episodes series for preschoolers (two to five years) in wich
– under the pretext of a game – we combine two themes: Latin American musical
instruments and phonological awareness games. It is conceived as an
entertainment series with both cultural content and stimulation for the
development of skills of the viewing public.

A transmedial experience that talks about the armed conflict in Colombia.
During the last forty years, Colombia has lived through an armed conflict
where civilians (rural residents, farmers and indigenous communities) have
suffered the most. It is calculated that there have been around 3,000
massacres or brutal attacks against the civilian population. Many of them have
been ignored and undocumented. 4 Ríos is a transmedial project that tells
stories about the armed conflict in Colombia through different forms of media
and platforms, making intensive use of technology and its endless possibilities.

A mysterious butterfly reaches the window of a young collector of objects that
have been discarded. Feeling an inexplicable fascination with the animal, it
follows him through the cold, dark streets of the city. In the course persecute
murmurs of vigilantes and imaginary observers, that the spying through the
windows of the dingy facades, but through the opaque glass that initiates a
curious relationship with a young man who will give unknowingly, a magical
object that lead to an unexpected metamorphosis.

In 1973, the North American embassy requests a new test.
Midas with 50 years old and unemployed has the only option to leave his
country. He finally achieves all that he always wanted, now his friends
accompany him in that big "American dream". His business is successful, it
allows him rest and above all surrender to the pleasures of life.

Yack Reyes Rodríguez
Producer
contacto@animaedro.com
(+57) 314 359 6593
(+57 1) 718 7158

Project design, development and production of audiovisual
content made in animation, specialized in stop motion
technique
Design, writing and production of projects aimed to kids.
Design and production of transmedia and
multiplatform products

Animaedro is an animation studio that produces animated pieces
and audiovisual contents. The company specializes in stop motion

SYNOPSIS

technique and all kind of animation with objects.

Remi and Sol, like most kids his age, love music, fun and play. That´s why they
have invented Camusi Camusi a game where a musical instrument is the
protagonist of the fun. Funny words, interesting sounds and laughter is what
you'll find in Camusi Camusi.

The company was born in 2008 and to this date has produced short
films, musical video clips, children's television products and
animated pieces to documentary films. Recently was realeased the
second season of Camusi Camusi, the television series created by
the studio and awarded by a lot of international festivals. Among its
best clients are: Sesame Workshop, Universidad Nacional de
Colombia, Colombian Ministry of culture and advertising agencies
like LOWE SSP3 and UM Colombia.

SYNOPSIS
4 RÍOS: NAYA an indigenous resident goes down a path where he relives the
moments of the Naya massacre that occurred between the Cauca department
and Valle del Cauca in 2001. In this ruthless slaughter, 500 paramilitary fighters
killed more than 30 inhabitants in the region.

SYNOPSIS
The little man Midas, is an animated feature film project for adults. It will be
produced in mixed animation techniques; mostly in stop motion animation and
integrated into 2D tradigital animation.
A story told from the basis of the reality of 1973, added to the almost surreal
political and economic situation in Latin America, as an excuse to talk about
the American dream

ANIMATROPO

www.animatropo.com

DONKEYBOOK, TEACHING ENGLISH

ANAHI, THE WARRIOR OF THE HEARTH

GIGI5

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Tv series to children from 6 to 9 years old. This animated program is the
support of the teaching English process. That is why The teacher, Luchi and Pipe
are the team which support each other in everything. Their universe is known
and explored by them.

The graphic novel is to empowering teen girls to become more self-confidence.
Anahi won Creadigital 2018 in the transmedia category. This prototype has
two different endings. The story is about a teen girl who suffers from bullying
because she is "nerdy and geek". One day she has enough for her situation
and she asks a wish to the magic red moon.

A Tv series to empowering girls (9 to 11 years old) to follow their dreams. The
story is about the important women of sciences and arts are disappearing and
their inventions too. A group of 5 kids travel to a time when they were girls.
Someone has to discourage them. The kid's team help them to empower
through the passion to follow their dreams.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

A teenage girl suffers bullying because she is “the weird”. She makes robots
from recycled materials. One night she asks for a wish towards the magic red
moon. The next day she appears in a parallel reality where she should
empower herself to returns to her world and helps people from this reality.

Something has happened, the important women of sciences and arts are
disappearing and their inventions too. This event begins in Colombia and this will
be everywhere it doesn't stop it. Someone had to discourage them. A group of 5
kids travel to time to fix the problem when those women were girls.

María Eugenía Quiroga Díaz
Art Director
creativeproducer@animatropo.com
(+57) 314 3375 106
(+57 1) 479 8160

Production content, storytelling for kids and youth
audiences (IP production)
Animation Production services
Visual effects production

Animatropo is a production and post-production company. We do
educational and entertainment content for children and teenagers.
It is a new company, born in 2014. However, their team have more
than 10 years of experience in audiovisual media. One of our
projects: Donkeybook, teaching English won in the Japan Prize in
2015 (NHK broadcast's international festival, NHK is a public
television from Japan) to the best new tv proposal for children.

SYNOPSIS
An adventure series about a school teacher, a girl, a boy and two donkeys
travel to a magic library. The characters and authors come alive from the books,
finding out the solution for their daily matters. Also, the story has specific
subjects with topics of grammar, vocabulary or pronunciation.

BOMBILLO AMARILLO

www.bombilloamarillo.com

MOSTER JAM (MY PARENTS ARE
MONSTERS)

Daniel Vélez
General Manager
danielvelez@bombilloamarillo.com
(+57) 3113838239

2D animation services for TV series, short films and
entertainment products
Design, construction and development of storytelling
Composition and post production for animated
videos

Bombillo Amarillo ® is an animation studio committed to the
development and production of digital animation around the world.
This company provides animation services to creators and
producers of animated series, short films and feature films and acts
as a facilitator of communication strategies for the advertising,
educational and entertainment industries.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
“My Parents Are Monsters” is an animated children's fiction / comedy series
aimed to children by the age of 6 to 9. The series was created by Bombillo
Amarillo © and La Mar Media, and supported by the Ministry of Culture and
TIC Colombia Ministry. It has a format of 26 chapters of 11 minutes animated
in technique Cut Out digital + frame by frame. It is characterized by handling a
comic and irreverent theme as well as promoting cultural diversity like a wealth.
SYNOPSIS
Lolo, a nine-year-old boy with terrible manners and a big heart is adopted by a
pair of monsters that are trying to adapt to the life of Normalia, a city of
humans. During each episode Lolo will fight to get him and his parents
accepted in the city. Each day will become a crazy adventure in which Lolo and
his parents will try to understand the world that they are living now, to be
welcomed despite their monstrous occurrences and unusual decisions. Lolo
with his actions will achieve that the family Monster can live in harmony with
its neighbors community.

TIME

TATA & COCO´S ADVENTURES

FOSFENOS MEDIA

www.fosfenosmedia.com

GUILLERMINA AND CANDELARIO

LILA´S BOOK

SEA WHISPERS

THE KITCHEN

Audiovisual development for educational content

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Production services for cinema, tv and new media

Guillermina and Candelario is the first animated tv series inspired of
people and sceneries from colombian pacific región, with four season
completed made in coproduction with the TV Channel Señal Colombia, at
the moment we are in the production of the fifth season we are planing
to lunch on tv on 2020.

Lila’s book is the first animated fantasy feature film for kids ever made in
Colombia, with 76 minutes of duration, made in coproduction with the
uruguayan producer company Palermo Estudio.

Sea whispers is the second animated feature film of Fosfenos Media, at the
moment is in development stage and looking for funding and coproduction.

The Kitchen is a web series project were Amidst the bedlam in the busy
kitchen of a fusión restaurant, utensils from all corners of the gastronomical world live and work together in a sitcom of daily blunders about life,
love and culture. At the moment is in a development stage.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

Lila, a character in a children's story book, suddenly falls out of her paper
world and ends up trapped in a place she doesn't belong ... And so starts this
great adventure, where Lila discovers that the only person who can save her
is Ramon, but he has grown up and has not only stopped reading, but he's
also stopped believing in fantasy.

Dominga is a ten years old girl who now lives in a big city with his mother
Micaela and her grandmother, Luz, but originally they came from a little
village by the sea.

Maritza Rincón González
General Producer
maritza@fosfenosmedia.com
(+57) 311 3071 088
(+57 2) 555 7555

Children content production and development

Fosfenos Media is a producer company based in Cali – Colombia,
specialized in creating content for children audience, with twelve
years of experience producing our own projects as well as providing
production services for nationals and internationals T.V. channels like
Señal Colombia, Discovery Kids and Discovery Channel.

Guillermina and Candelario are a pair of mischievous and resourceful brother
and sister, whose abilities to dream and fantasize transform every day into an
incredible adventure.
Guillermina and Candelario, lead a quiet and peaceful life on the small beach
where they live with their grandparents that share their great wisdom on the
natural habitat and instilling love and respect for all inhabitants of the world.

Micaela has to spend all day working, while Dominga and his grandmother
long to return to their little village… until one day they decide to make a trip
on a bike, having amazing adventures until they can hear again the whispers
of the sea.

SYNOPSIS
The Kitchen is a character-driven, live-action and 2D animated children’s
sitcom that chronicles the tales of an offbeat group of kitchen utensils.
Our band of misfits struggle to uphold the artistry that is food preparation
while navigating intricate relationships which range from tenderly familial to
culturally confusing, and sometimes outright dangerous!

HIERRO

www.hierro.tv

OLD FOLKS TALES

BOWL OF SOUP

GRAVITY ONE

THE OTHER SHAPE

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Brand development for feature films, series and TV
channels

"Let me tell you of when I was a child in that time." Older people tell us stories
of when they were children. We interpret these stories through animation and
bring them to younger audiences.

What happen when the galaxies war is over and thousands of space ships and
combatants return to their planets? In space there is no gravity, but in the earth
every step weights..

The Other Shape is an 90 minutes, 2d tradigital animated feature film, for a
youth and adult audience, with no dialogues, made in coproduction with Smith
&amp; Smith Ltda, and granted with the FDC 2016 for animated Production.
Currently it is on Production stage, and it is planned to be premiered on 2021.

In HIERRO we love image and animation, as much as storytelling.

SYNOPSIS

For a Bowl of Soup is an 90 minutes, 2d tradigital animated feature film, for an
adult audience, with no dialogues and granted with the FDC 2019 for
animated Production. Currently it is on Preproduction stage, and it is planned
to be premiered on 2024.

Carlos Eduardo Smith
Director y General Producer
animacion@hierro.tv
(+57) 320 462 0408
(+57 1) 284 4665

Development and production of our own animated
content for film, television and web
Design and production of animated credits for short and
feature films

We are excited by risks and we like to experiment with the form and
techniques of our content. We build expressive quality projects, with
meaningful content. We develop and produce content for TV series,
short and feature films and transmedia projects; we design and
produce opening and closing credits sequences for feature and
animated films, and branding for programs, slots and TV and web
channels. In HIERRO we are experts in the making of animated
documentary. Our content is recognized nationally and
internationally in terms of relevance, production quality and the
innovation of formats.

Listening to our elders is the first way we humans know our history. Rescuing
orality between old and young is rescuing individual and collective identity.
Elders who lived their childhood in different parts of the world, tell stories and
memories of when they were children. These are stories of solidarity, games,
friendship, fears, dreams, solitude, adventure, innocence, helplessness and
separation, framed in relevant historical contexts.

SYNOPSIS
The fish restaurant “Condoto”, has become in an embassy of the colombian
pacific culture in Bogotá. Caridad, the cook, finds the head of a waitress, in a
soup pot. Detective Juan Polo quickly imprisons Caridad’s husband; a
passionate threesome, easy case. But the appearing of other parts of the body
in the food, shows Polo that the case was not that simple...

SYNOPSIS
Sometimes it's necessary to fall very low to know where you really are standing
on. In Gravity 1, through a science fiction and adventures plot, we talk about
reconciliation, forgiveness, adaptation and peace in a complex context. The war
occurs in space, in mining communities settled in the remains of the moon.
Meanwhile, in the Earth, this war is far, strange and misunderstood. The war,
that has lasted for decades, has tired out all the sides and some combatants
start returning to Earth. The first thing they feel is the weight; in space there's
no gravity, but in Earth every step is an effort.

SYNOPSIS
Trying to reach the square paradise in the moon, Peter Press, the citizen most
obsessed with “fit”, discovers a different shape in the world. When he
understands that the other shape is the last vestige of his individuality, he will
face the dilemma of becoming a square or release the authentic form that lives
inside him.

KINEMATIKO

www.kinematiko.com

RISUE

THE YUMMITS

Mario Forero
Creative Director
hello@kinematiko.com
(+1) 647 620 7799
(+57 1) 256 7892

IP Creation and Development for Children and Family.
Creative direction and art direction for VFX and
animated projects
VFX, Stop motion, 2D and 3D animation
production

Kinematiko Media is a media creation and development company
focused in producing top quality intellectual properties for Kids and
Family. We are committed to create media projects that allow the
audience to experience and enjoy messages while acquiring and
internalizing concepts and ideas that will allow our world to
become a better place.

GRUPO

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Risue is an animated feature film in development. It's a coming of age of a 9
year old girl in a Caribbean town. It's a mixed technique co-production with
Pasaje ro in Mexico. The project won a development grant from the Colombian
Fund for film development.

The Yummits is a preschool IP that intends to engage kids into food and cooking
and allow parents and kids to have quality time while learning about eating habits.
It is a mixed between Stop-motion and 3D animation project.

SYNOPSIS

Not long ago in the forbidden galaxy of Hunger, four aliens received the
mission to explore the foodiverse in the search for new and exotic flavors. The
Interplanetary Yummy Force was commissioned to bring new ideas on how to
cook and scan all the ingredients that they could find on the way.
They embark on this adventure in order to deliver the well-being and
happiness their planet have lost over time, under the influence of the wicked
Smokos and Greasies.

Carnival! Everyone has a clan and everyone trasforms into a surreal version of
themselves. Everyone but Risue. She doesn't know where she belongs so she
can't transform. After defying the King, she goes to the jungle to find out who
she really is, revealing that real transformation lies beneath each one.

SYNOPSIS

EMPRESAS
ANIMACIÓN
COLOMBIA

LA MAR MEDIA

www.lamar.com.co

ANA THE PIRATE

PIPO MY IMAGINARY FRIEND

MONSTERJAM

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

It is an animated series for preschool children co-produced with Areavisual. It
narrates the adventures of Ana, an eight-year-old girl who lives in the beautiful
Caribbean city of Good Hope. She belongs to an ancestral pirate dynasty, her
great-grandmother Zoila was a brave pirate who managed to bring peace to
the city. Ana and her crew live pirate adventures inside their ship, the Golden
Mango. Ana's job is to maintain peace among the pirates and to teach her
"friend-enemies" some important lessons about friendship and "fair play" in
this great playfield called The Caribbean.

It is an animated fiction series for children from 3 to 6 years old and it’s co-produced
with Vuelta Canela, Señal Colombia and Cantoalegre. The series has 39 episodes,
1 DVD, 2 CD’s with 40 songs and 2 E-books.

It is an animated comedy aimed for children between the ages 6 and 9. The series
is produced in association with Bombillo Amarillo. Monsterjam is a comedy of
adventure with a humorous and irreverent tone, in which the use of satire is used
to ridicule the social defects of a fictional city. The series narrates the adventures of
Lolo, a crazy boy who is adopted by a couple of monsters in the city of Normalia.
Lolo and his parents will struggle during each episode to fit into a city of humans
that pretends to be perfect.

Maria Isabel Escobar
Manager
mariescobar@lamar.com.co
(+ 57) 315 451 3336
(+57 1) 466 1157

International IPs for children
The production of animated content for TV and
web for for children and youth
The production of live action content for
children

La Mar Media creates inspiring content, especially animated
content, for children and the youth. The productions of La Mar
Media are recognized for having aesthetics with harmonious
graphics, high quality music and soundtracks, and fun and
entertaining content.

SYNOPSIS
This is the story of a young girl named Ana who is the pirate captain of a pirate
crew. Ana turns do-gooding into a daily adventure. As the descendant of a
famous rebellious pirate, Ana is a natural rule-bender dedicated to changing
expectations, rewriting boring traditions and empowering everyone around
her. In short, Ana is a pirate captain that fights for the good of society!.

SYNOPSIS
In each episode, Pipo, a fantastic boy who lives in a nesting planet, visits a child
from a specific region of the world that is loing through typical conflicts of
that age. Pipo and the Bird accompany the child until he can get the tools to
deal with his or her problem. Pipo, the imaginary friend of all children, will give
them friendship, joy and enthusiasm. The Bird, on the other hand, will be up to
his old ways with his good sense of humor and ideas. Everyone will live an
unforgettable adventure full of music, games and fantasy!.

SYNOPSIS
This is the story of Lolo, an eight-year-old boy with big heart but terrible
manners who is adopted by a couple of monsters trying to fit into the life of
Normalia, a city of humans that claims to be perfect. Each day will become a
crazy adventure in which Lolo and his parents will try to be accepted in this
society, without even understanding its rules. In their eagerness to be included,
they will have monstrous ideas and make unusual decisions. Will Lolo and his
family be able to live in harmony with their community?.

LANZCOM
www.lanzcom.com

AT THE END OF THE DAY

GIACOMO

FOUR KINGDOMS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3D animated short film inspired in traditions and daily experiences on the
Colombian Caribbean coast.

Children’s animated short film that mixes 3D and 2D animation techniques
and motion graphics.

Children’s animated series based on the illustrated tale “Four Kingdoms” by
Julio Verbel Anachury.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

Raul, a mototaxista from a small town on the Colombian Caribbean coast, leaves to
work in search of daily support for his family. For his bad luck he meets “El
Sabrosito” a cranky colleague who will prevent Raul invading his territory at all costs.

Giacomo hates eat vegetables. His only way out is traveling to a world created
by his imagination in where he will meet wonderful places and incredibly
beings. To his bad luck the spoon squadron is waiting and will not rest until
achieve that the little adventurer eats all his vegetables.

The little princess Miyo and the small bull Orot, explore the magics kingdoms
of the Zenú creation, in search of the Panaguá, force of the universe capable to
fulfill their most desired wishes. To find it they should overcome all the
challenge of the evil queen Macorina.

Anderson Ortega Ruiz
Executive Producer
lanzcomaudiovisual@gmail.com
(+57) 316 829 4363
(5) 276 0593

3D animation and Motion Graphics
Development and production of original content for
cinema and tv.
Audiovisual content for digital marketing.
LANZCOM Studio is an enterprise oriented to creation and
production of animation. Today, is producing 3 projects: “At the
end of the day”, 3D animated short, winner of FDC 2017 call,
for realization of animated short film. “Four Kingdoms”
Children’s animated series winner of Crea Digital 2018 call; and
“Giacomo” animated short winner of FDC 2018 call, for
realization of children’s animated short film.

MALPRAXIS

www.malpraxisstudio.com

TOMAS. A TALE OF REDEMPTION Nº01
YEAR 2095

THREADED

A STARRY NIGHT

ZOOHOSPITAL

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1 of 3 animated short films located in the same post apocalyptic universe.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Animated short film that combines various techniques like drawings with
pen, paint and stopmotion with duct tape.

Fantasy animated feature film in development.

Preschool animated series in development.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS
Threaded is an experimental animation which takes place in a dream that gradually
turns into a nightmare. A man will go through different states of consciousness to
finally reach his deepest fear. Afear caused by the loss of his son, who was taken
away by a shadow being. Thus, the thread that holds this man’s reality is
transformed by a sinister creature who manipulates it at its own will.

A Starry Night tells the story of Estela, a very peculiar girl. In a banal world, in
which people don&#39;t dream or imagine, where technology has become
more important than the space that surrounds us, and where stars in the sky
are a myth nobody believes in anymore. Estela is a different deal, she carries
with her a luminous rock with five points that was given to her by her dad as
proof of the existence of stars. One day, as the light of the rock begins to dim,
Estela faces the need to bring the light back and to prove to everyone,
including herself, that stars are a lot more than just a fantasy.

Zoo Hospital talks about discrimination, inclusion, and environmental issues. It
takes place in a fauna rehab center. Pacha, a wild raccoon, arrives there after
an accident, but she feels completely out of place. Each day, she tries to escape
but as she meets the other patients she learns to appreciate and respect them,
becoming part of the community.

Tatiana Pinzón Salavarrieta
Project Manager
productoracreativa@malpraxisstudio.com
(+57) 320 273 67 11
(+57 1) 214 1977

Audiovisual content for digital marketing
2D animation/ live action services
Film, series and short film production

SYNOPSIS
Malpraxis Studio is a film production company and creative
studio led by four professional women. We are known for our
particular style and personal touch. We share our vision of the
world in Live Action and 2D Animation, our heart is storytelling,
and our motor is the creative, collaborative creation.
Motto: not right, not wrong, but quite the opposite

In a post apocalyptic Bogotá, a man will do anything in order to get to Arcadia, the
only place alive in the planet. No matter what it takes, he will take a series of
decisions to save himself, until he is trapped by his own destiny

PIPELINE STUDIOS

www.pipelinestudios.com

STAR VS THE FORCES OF EVIL

TOCA LIFE STORIES

PAPER PORT

DOGGYWORLD

Production

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Distribution

Animated series (52x11').
Technique: 2D Animation
Genre: Comedy / Adventure / Fantasy.
Audience: Gender Neutral from 6 to 9 years old

Animated series (40x3').
Technique: 2D Animation
Genre: Comedy / Adventure
Audience: Gender Neutral from 4 to 7 years old

Animated series (52x11').
Technique: Mixed Media Hybrid/ Papermotion
Genre: Comedy / Adventure / Fantasy.
Audience: Gender Neutral from 6 to 9 years old

Animated series (26x11').
Technique: 2D Animation
Genre: Comedy / Adventure
Audience: Gender Neutral from 4 to 7 years old

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

Star Butterfly, the young turbulent heir to the royal throne in the dimension of
Mewni, is sent to Earth to mellow her reckless behavior. There she befriends
and becomes roommates with human Marco Diaz and begins a semi-normal
life in Echo Creek, attending school and meeting new friends. the duo travel to
exotic dimensions using dimensional scissors while preventing the Mewman
monster Ludo (Alan Tudyk) from stealing Star's magic wand. They meet new
friends, take on new enemies, and travel to even more weird and wild
dimensions.

In TOCA LIFE STORIES, best friends Leon, Nari, Zeke, and Rita fill their days with
adventures of their own making in their neighborhood. They go to the movies, visit
local attractions, frequent nearby businesses, create viral videos, and even have
some fun at each other's expense.

Matilda wakes up each day with a new and absurd power she can't choose or
control. These powers only work on Paper Port, a coastal town where mystery and
secrets hide in plain sight. She and her friends will experience great adventures,
while facing the unexpected challenges of their teenage years.

Ciro, a country dog, comes to the big city: a chaotic world full of new things to
discover.And he loves it!
Along with Sofia (the girl who adopted him) and Vanilla and Fabio (two dogs that
will become his friends and adventure partners), Ciro will make this city his own
Doggyworld.

PipeIine
Studios
Esteban Ramirez Arias
Production manager
estebanr@pipelinestudios.com
(+57) 314 8111120
(057-4) 448 78 78

Development

Pipeline Studios is a world renown, premium media production
company. Pipeline develops, produces, and distributes award-winning family content for TV, Film & Games. The studio has offices in
Canada, Colombia, Chile, France and Spain.

SIGNOS

www.signos.com.co

THE CONDOR

BASIC

CHOLULA

Motion capture service provision for film and TV

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Development and production of VR content

It is an animated adventure series for children from four years and up, in seasons of
12 x 7 ', produced in 3d animation, motion capture and conventional animation.
The Condor is a winner codevelopment project of the New Media Call, of
Proimagenes Colombia and the Canada Media Fund. The convergence strategy
has a web serie, an e-book and a Virtual Reality experience.

Basic is an animated series for children of four years and up, oriented to the teaching
of art through a fun learning of the basic concepts of drawing and design, with the
aim of inspiring them the sense of taste, understanding and the enjoyment of art.

Cholula is an animated short film in stereoscopic 3D of 15 minutes, produced with
high standards of CGI, Motion Capture and visual effects, that tells the story of the
ancient city of Cholula in Mexico and its great Pyramid. This shortfilm projection is
part of the official touristic city tour.

Jairo Alexander Arcos
Executive Producer
info@signos.com.co
(+57) 301 658 7768
(+57 1) 851 0935

IP development and 3D Production of content for children

We are a 3D content production company with emphasis on the use
of Motion Capture technology. Our 3D animation studio develops
and produces IPs for children. We also provide Motion capture
service for film and TV.

SYNOPSIS
This is the story of a funny Colombian Condor lost in a Canadian forest, that meets
a friendly lumberjack beaver, who will become his best ally to return home in high
Andes mountains. A funny story about social adaptation, tolerance and respect for
cultural differences in today’s society.

SYNOPSIS
The adventures of Basic and his faithful friend Perro, two characters made of
plasticine, who will learn together, the basic concepts of art, while having fun in a
universe formed by the most beautiful art masterpieces. A story that show in a
simple and original way, that creating art is the most fun way of individual
expression.

SYNOPSIS
The sacred city of Cholula was in pre-Hispanic times the obligatory goal of every
pilgrimage. Its great pyramid, was for centuries the maximum symbol of its power.
This is a story of great temples, of spirituality, of catastrophic and violent events. The
history of a people that thousands of years later is still alive and strong.

TEAM TOON STUDIO

www.teamtoonstudio.com

UGO AND EMA´S BIGGEST
ADVENTURES

TEMPURA TOWN

GLOBETROTTERS

CRAZY CAVEMAN AND THE
RAVENOUS RAPTOR

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ugo and Ema's Biggest Adventures is an animated series dedicated to the
early childhood that provides education to children on their psycho-affective
development. In Pantania, it doesn't matter if you're sad, scared, angry or
happy, because together as a family, we can find a solution! Attentive and
prepared, we're ready to enjoy. Let's go, the adventure's going to start!.

Pure entertainment series for kids from 8-12 years and up (26x11’) produced in a
mixed (cut out and frame by frame) 2d animation.

Edu-Entertainment series for kids from 6-8 years and up, (26x11’) produced in a
mixed (cut out and frame by frame) 2d animation.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

A no dialogue entertainment series for all ages, (78 x 7') produced in a mixed (cut
out and frame by frame)2d animation. A co production between Evergreen
Entertainment,Telegael, Silver Fox Films and Team Toon Studio.

Grillo and Mantis, student and master of the almost extinct marcial art
Mes-Kwon-Do. They live in the Tempura town where they experience wild
adventures with a group of disparate students.

This is the adventures of Amelia and her intergalactic friends, the Globetrotters, a team of space kids who send packages across the galaxy. Along with
them, she'll travel through space completing challenges and finding not only
the best adventures but also herself.

León Mejía Masson
Director
leonmejia@teamtoonstudio.com
(+57) 300 792 4225
(+57 5) 331 5512

2D Animation development and production
Creation of engaging media properties for
children, youth and families
We offer complete production service: from the initial
idea, until the very last step, the final delivery

We are Team Toon Studio, specialized in outsourcing high quality
services with an inspired, fun and ingenious team that helps get
your ideas from the script to the screen and beyond. We are
specialized in cut-out and frame-by-frame 2D animation, character
design and concept art. We also generate our own content based on
entertainment and education. Through our high compromise in the
industry, we provide learning spaces with the purpose of supporting
and developing new talents in the animation department.

SYNOPSIS
Ugo and Ema live in Pantania, a beautiful glade near a crystal clear swamp,
located in the lush and colorful place in the middle of the jungle. As they grow
together, Ugo and Ema go through a series of moments of development near
the age of 6 years, which drives them to confront different kinds situations in
the swamp, at school, with their families and of course, the development of
their great friendship.

SYNOPSIS
CRAZY CAVEMEN is an animated series that thumbs its nose at the
Darwinian demographic. What’s more, ground-breaking scientific research
shows that raptors would always choose the vegetarian option when dining
out. Our hapless villain ROGER RAPTOR is no exception. He lives to eat
vegetarians like the CRAZY CAVEMEN, a tribe of prehistoric hunter-gatherers
who share a volcanic island with this indefatigable predator.

TIMBO

www.timboestudio.com

VIRUS TROPICAL

CHANDASMA

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A young Latin American girl struggles for her independence in a hard context
full of stereotypes and appearances. With a unique feminine vision of the world
this girl is witness of a series of small crises that shape her personality.

A fantastic journey searching for lost memories... In this amazing adventure friends
last way longer than a lifetime!
When Renata' s mother becomes too ill to look after her, she has to move in with
her grumpy Aunt Eva. There she meets Chandasma: a stray dog who' s become a
ghost, lost all of his memories but has been left instead with some incredibly
fantastic powers! Renata and Chandasma embark on a journey, the adventure of
a lifetime, searching for lost memories and Renata' s father, while meeting some
great friends and ultimately discovering the secret that helps bring everyone
together.... This is a story about the importance of family, friendship and animal
respect that shows how the most valuable things in life are those moments shared
with our loved ones.

Santiago Caicedo
Director
info@timboestudio.com
+57 318 416 7149
(+57 1) 317 1298

Development and production of animated content for
feature films, series, short films and shows
Animation & Graphic Design in Motion
Stereoscopy & Special Formats

Timbo is an audiovisual studio dedicated to the production,
research, and creation of animated content, visual effects and

SYNOPSIS

motion graphics. Timbo provides creators the tools to realise their

This is an adaptation of the graphic novel of the same name from the
Colombian-Ecuadorian artist "Powerpaola", where a young woman is
struggling for independence in a hard context, full of stereotypes and
appearances. This movie tells the story of a Latin American woman not fitting
in any mold and who learns to live while she lives. With a unique feminine
vision of the world this girl is witnesses of a series of small crises that shape her
personality.

ideas in a competitive way and with the best quality you can find in
the market today. Timbo cares about staying in shape through
experimentation and the support of innovative and exciting projects.
Timbo's ambition is to exceed the limits established in the field of
animation and special effects by doing its work with a lot of art and
poetry.

TREBOL

www.trebolproanimations.com

CHAOTIC MEY

SUPERMANGROVE

CITY OF GHOSTS

PENDULUM

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Protecting aliens to save the Earth! “Chaotic Mey” is a 15-episode adventure
comedy animated TV series aimed at child audience in which there is a
universe. It emphasizes environmental protection, the beings around us,
supporting the most vulnerable ones and facing the problems bravely. A
co-production with Telecaribe.

“Supermangrove” is an animated web series, a journey through the universe of
water on which we all depend. It’s an approach towards enviromental education
based on audiovisual storytelling. This project is in search for financing state and it
intends to show the Ciénaga Grande de Santa Marta area and its conflict in a
special way.Work in progress.

“City of Ghosts” is a 5-episode video mapping series. There are seven “ghosts”
wandering down the streets, trying to give the city a new meaning which serves as
the context for the dread trick, making an immersive first contact with the audience
and taking the story to public space for the purpose of creating a sensory experience
that simulates the paranormal.

“Pendulum” is an 11-minute animated short film that combines 2D and 3D
techniques. The story is built upon lights and shadows, and it delivers a personal
outlook of social displacement and forced disappearance issues.

SYNOPSIS
Due to an intergalactic accident, the Earth is crowded with aliens. A clumsy and
nice girl, joined by her friends, has the mission of rescuing the aliens in order to
make them go back to their home planets, preventing an evil corporation from
using them as an elixir to rejuvenate its boss and rule the world.

SYNOPSIS

SYNOPSIS

Mane Rojo, a mangrove tree disconnected from its roots due to the misdemeanour
of humans, seeks to save itself and reconnect with its family. Mane, who has the
soul of an indigenous, has but has his flute and the company of Mulata, an albino
and injured bird that flees from its ferocious family. Together they embark on a
journey through the universe of water to stop the death of the mangrove and to
save Soledad, a daughter of the water that is dying inside the waters of the Marsh.

These lost souls have haunted the dark nights in Colombian countryside and forests,
and now they’re coming to the city. The Weeping Woman, the Patasola, and the
Mohan are some of the ghosts roaming around and looking for passers-by that
remain detached from violence.

Inés is a young girl who is looking for her father amidst a large terminal, he left a
picture of both of them, a lamp and the promise of a better life.The light of this lamp
unveils a fantastic world of animated shadows letting Inés know what happened to
her father and leading her to the quest for truth.

Jacquelin Hernández
Legal Representative
trebolpreproductora@gmail.com
(+57) 319 302 7647

Animation development, pre-production, production and
post-production
Animation production consultancy
Audiovisual production

Animation executive and general producer for several short films
and series, such as “Ojos Alas Balas” (2011), “Control Z” (2014),
and “Péndulo” (2015)

SYNOPSIS

TRINEO

www.trineo.co

VIDA PÚBLICA SHOW

CAPTAIN QUARANTINE

Design and production of animated web series

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Digital strategy design for audiovisual content

Vida Pública is a 2D animated web series. It is an internet native content, with
high transmedia potential, that has managed to consolidate a great
community not only in Colombia but in different Iberoamerican countries. It
has received different awards and recognitions as one of the best Spanish
animated web series. Each of the characters is recognized and loved by our
audience. It has more than 80 online episodes, and a growing community of
more than 3.000.000 followers in its different social media channels, being
Facebook the platform with the most followers, a reach of more than
80.000.000 people and over 200.000.000 views.

SYNOPSIS
A famous superhero, used to saving the world from different, fantastic,
extraordinary and colorful dangers; faces the most difficult mission so far: to
stay home in order to save the world. In this new dynamic, the Captain
Quarantine will have to face the challenges and vicissitudes that daily life,
family life, new technologies and social isolation imply; especially for someone
who is not used to doing household chores, using technological devices from
the latest generations, or being permanently at home.

Tatiana Zabala Vásquez
Executive Director
tatazabala@trineo.co
(+57) 311 358 4881
(+57) 311 358 4991

Digital content production - focus in 2D

Creative digital content producer with a special focus on 2D
animation, web series and interactive products. We are transmedia
strategy developers for audiovisual content diffusion.

SYNOPSIS
We are front row spectators in the sitcom in which a group of millennials
(SIMÓN, KATA AND JOSE) share the "apparent" intimacy of their lives. VIDA
PÚBLICA narrates the everyday life that this group of young neighbors. They
will share the privacy of their contradictions, fears, eccentricities, tastes and
other manias, as a consequence of the way in which they experience their
relationships and the way they interact with their environment.

GRUPO
EMPRESARIOS
ANIMACIÓN
COLOMBIA

All information has been provided by
every company.
GEMA
info@gemacolombia.com
(+57) 310 696 1700

Designed and produced by
MEDIA

